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Gregory-Aland 795 
(National Library of Greece, Athens: 109) 

 
Kurzgefasste Liste description: 

     

 
GA Number: 795 
Contents: e 
Date: XIV (No exact date) 
Material: Paper  
Leaves: 324 
Columns: 1 
Lines per page: 18 
Dimensions: 14.8 H x 10.5 W 
Shelf Number: 109 
 
Corrections to K-Liste description: dimensions, leaf count, line count 
 
CSNTM description: 
GA Number: 795 
Contents: e 
Date: XIV (No exact date) 
Material: paper 
Leaves: 325 
Columns:1 
Lines per page: 17–18 (usually 18) 
Dimensions: 10.1–10.6 W x 14.6–14.8 H x 4.7–4.51 D cm  
Shelf Number: 109 
 
Images: 
Text (650) + Additional matter (6) + Spine & Color Chart (7) = 663 total images 

Foliation corrections: foliated2 
3: blank 
4 (3) 
5: blank 
6 (4) 
9: blank 
10 (7) 
11: blank 

                                                
1 Smaller on top than bottom. 
2 The foliation is done very badly with all sorts of mistakes. The K-Liste got the numbers right 

(from the 1892 catalog) but did not count the fragmentary leaf 174. 
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12 (8) 
27: blank 
28 (23) 
76: blank 
77 (71) 
84: blank 
85 (78) 
86: blank 
87 (79) 
141 (123 bis, supposed to be ‘133’)3 
162 (145) 
163 (147) 
174: unnumbered fragment 
175 (158) 
225 (205 bis) 
274: blank 
275 (254) 
 

Quires:— 
 

Additional matter: 6 images  
Front: 1 additional paper leaf + cover b = 3 images 
Back: 1 additional paper leaf + cover a = 3 images 
 

Spine, Cover, and Color Chart: 7 images (color chart on 25a [21a]) 
 
Text: 325 leaves (650 images) 
 
UV (MS pages, not ours): none  
 

Specific Details:4 
Embossed leather over wood boards, in good shape with pin still extant. 
 
1a: Synaxarion 
1a: ornate headpiece 
20b (‘16b’)–22b (‘18b’): κεφάλαια for Matthew 
25a (‘21a’)–103b (‘95b’): Matthew 
25a (‘21a’): semi-ornate headpiece 
104a (‘96a’)–105a (‘97a’): κεφάλαια for Mark 
105b (‘97b’): blank (was it meant for icon?) 
106a (‘98a’)–158b (‘140b’): Mark 

                                                
3 This errant numbering is followed for the rest of the MS. 
4 Leaf numbers: actual is listed first, then =, then the written number on the MS in single quotes. 

Thus: 214a = ‘212a.’ Even though the quotation marks are used, there is no ‘a’ on the written page. For a 
MS that is paginated, the actual leaf number is listed first, followed by =, followed by the page number in 
quotes. Thus: 214a = ‘423.’ 
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158a (‘140a’): Mark 16.8 
159b (‘141b’)–160b (‘142b’): κεφάλαια for Luke 
161a (‘143a’)–243b (‘223b’): Luke  
243b (‘223b’): κεφάλαια for John 
244a (‘224a’)–315b (‘294b’): John 
269b (‘249b’)–270b (‘250b’): PA 
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